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Brain health attracts more recent attention as the population ages. Smartphone-based gait sensing and analysis can help
identify the risks of brain diseases in daily life for prevention. Existing gait analysis approaches mainly hand-craft temporal
gait features or developing CNN-based feature extractors, but they are either prone to lose some inconspicuous pathological
information or are only dedicated to a single brain disease screening. We discover that the relationship between gait segments
can be used as a principle and generic indicator to quantify multiple pathological patterns. In this paper, we propose NeuralGait,
a pervasive smartphone-cloud system that passively captures and analyzes principle gait segments relationship for brain
health assessment. On the smartphone end, inertial gait data are collected while putting the smartphone in the pants pocket.
We then craft local temporal-frequent gait domain features and develop a self-attention-based gait segment relationship
encoder. Afterward, the domain features and relation features are fed to a scalable RiskNet in the cloud for brain health
assessment. We also design a pathological hot update protocol to efficiently add new brain diseases in the RiskNet. NeuralGait
is practical as it provides brain health assessment with no burden in daily life. In the experiment, we recruit 988 healthy
people and 417 patients with a single or combination of PD, TBI, and stroke, and evaluate the brain health assessment using
a set of specifically designed metrics including global accuracy, exact accuracy, sensitivity, and false alarm rate. We also
demonstrate the generalization (e.g., analysis of feature effectiveness and model efficiency) and inclusiveness of NeuralGait.
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computing → Life and medical sciences.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The human brain is the command center for the nervous system and controls behaviors, cognition, and emotion
using a complex function [1]. As the population ages, the burden of neurological disorders and challenges for
preserving brain health encounter increase. Till now, more than 10 million people live with Parkinson’s disease
(PD) [2], and 55 million people live with dementia worldwide [3]. In each year of the United States, 795,000
Americans have a stroke [4], and more than 223,000 traumatic brain injury (TBI)-related hospitalizations [5].
In-time diagnosis and treatment of brain diseases are critical to slow or reverse the disease progression for
pursuing health and longevity. However, individuals are seldom aware of the early signs and progression of
brain diseases and thereby will not seek clinical diagnosis and treatment. As clinical researchers validated the
association between neural pathology and gait impairment [6, 7], gait is considered as an effective behavioral
biomarker of brain diseases. With the advancement of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) technologies
[8], the smartphone’s built-in inertial sensors can provide always-on monitoring of gait without the restriction of
locations and environmental conditions. Therefore, smartphone-based gait analysis has been a primary trend to
screen brain diseases and aid the cue of the onset risks in daily life.

Fig. 1. NeuralGait passively collects a user’s inertial gait data with the smartphone in daily life for risk estimation of
multi-label brain diseases.

Existing smartphone-based gait analysis approaches mainly have two directions: 1) Temporal gait features
analysis, such as swing/stance time, double/single support time, stride regularity, and freeze index [9]. Although
these features can capture explainable gait properties, they are hand-crafted and prone to lose some inconspicuous
but key pathological information that compromises brain disease screening accuracy. 2) Data-driven gait feature
learning, i.e., developing CNN-based models (e.g., ResNet) [10, 11] or autoencoder-based models as feature
extractors [12]. However, the CNN-based feature extractor needs to be specifically trained for a certain neural
disease screening because its nature is a data-driven non-linear 2D filter that focuses on learning local pathological
information of given gait data. The autoencoder-based model is not dedicated to a single brain disease, but the
learned features cannot be explained and quantified. To summarize, although gait is considered an effective
behavioral biomarker for screening a broad spectrum of brain diseases, high-capacity pathological information
hidden in gait is largely unexploited and unexplained.
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It is a fact that gait is generated by the complex coordination of the nervous system and musculoskeletal
system [13]. Based on action potentials and chemical neurotransmitters, the brain generates stepping commands
and disseminates them through neurons till it excites the muscle fibers and initiates walking. During walking, the
behaviors of heel-strike and toe-off alternately happen to regulate the swing phase and stance phase, meanwhile,
the brain further adjusts the gait based on the sensory feedback for adapting to the environment. On the basis of
the gait theory, we envision that gait segments in a cycle are affected by each other. If a brain disease changes the
gait properties in a certain segment of a gait cycle, it will influence its relationship with other gait segments.
Therefore, the relationship between different gait segments can be a principle cue for identifying pathological
patterns. With the advancement of natural language processing (NLP), the relationship learning among words
for understanding the text and speech has made great progress [14]. Inspired by these works, a principle and
pervasive smartphone-based gait analysis system can be developed to learn gait segment relationships for multiple
brain disease screening.
To realize our system, three challenges need to be addressed: 1) How to design a gait embedding approach

(like word embedding in NLP) that preserves the local domain knowledge of gait cycles? 2) How to develop a
principle gait segment relationship encoder and quantify the relation features across different brain diseases? 3)
In the real practice of brain health assessment, healthy subjects, and diseased subjects are mutually exclusive, but
different types of neural diseases are not mutually exclusive, how to develop a general and scalable neural disease
detection framework that can identify healthy subjects and screen multi-label neural diseases simultaneously?

In this paper, we propose an end-to-end smartphone-cloud framework, NeuralGait, to capture users’ principle
gait segment relationship from daily life using an in-pocket smartphone for pervasive brain health assessment,
as shown in Fig. 1. Specifically, at the smartphone end, we first leverage the built-in sensors, i.e., accelerometer
and gyroscope to collect and extract gait cycles. To retain the local domain knowledge of gait, we transform the
time-series gait cycle into a spectrogram and split it into multiple patches. Each patch is further embedded with
appearance information (i.e., local power distribution) and geometric information (i.e., corresponding frequency
component and time slot). After that, we develop a self-attention-based gait segments relationship learning
network with these patch embedding as input to extract time-relation features, frequency-relation features,
and global relation-aware features. To maximize user experience and save battery, the self-attention model is
pruned based on important scores. At the cloud-end, the extracted features are then fed to a scalable RiskNet that
consists of a shared module for features refinement, and multiple customized modules (i.e., branches) with each
for predicting a type of neural disease. Healthy subjects are identified if the outputs of all branches are negative.
We also develop a pathological hot-update protocol to efficiently update new brain disease in the RiskNet, which
means weights in the shared module are fixed and only the customized disease prediction branch is updated.
Finally, more reliable results of brain health assessment are transmitted to users with the help of our continuous
detection protocol.

We evaluate NeuralGait on 988 healthy people and 417 patients with a single or combination of PD, TBI, and
stroke. In our setting, stroke is a newly introduced disease to the system and the stroke prediction is trained on
the customized model. All the experiments are performed on unseen users to guarantee applicability in the real
world. We investigate a set of metrics to evaluate the system performance in the aspect of overall multi-label
multi-class classification, distinguishing healthy and diseased, and screening each type of neural disease. Our
system achieves 80.1% global accuracy for multi-label multi-class disease classification. The false alarm rate for
screening each type of neural disease is less than 10%, and the sensitivity for screening stroke reaches up to
76.1%. We further conduct a generalization study to examine the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed gait
analysis approach for unseen neural disease screening.
The contribution of our work is three-fold:
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• We perform the first study to identify that the relationship between different gait segments can be used as
a principle and effective cue to screen multi-label brain diseases in daily life.

• WedevelopNeuralGait, an end-to-end pervasive system to facilitate brain health assessment.We first capture
gait data with in-pocket smartphones, and then craft local temporal-frequent gait domain knowledge and
extract gait segment relationship features. Afterward, these principle features are input to a scalable RiskNet
in the cloud for multi-label multi-class disease screening. Further, a pathological hot-update protocol is
designed to instantly update new diseases in the cloud.

• We evaluate NeuralGait on healthy subjects and patients with multi-label diseases. Our system can achieve
80.1% global accuracy and 77.7% exact accuracy for multi-label multi-class disease classification. We further
examine the inclusiveness of NeuralGait in screening each type of neural disease.

2 BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Gait Rationale
Gait is a complex task that involves the coordination of the nervous system and musculoskeletal system.[15].
Central pattern generators in the spinal cord produce rhythmic stepping [16]. To adapt to the changes in the
environment, the subject needs to regulate the gait based on the sensory feedback during the walk. Specifically,
the vestibular cortex provides the position and motion information of the head as the person walks. The visual
cortex provides the size and location information when approaching an obstacle. These are integrated and
transmitted to the supplementary motor area and the premotor area of the cerebral cortex to create a motor
program for intentional postural adjustments and limb motion. The cerebellum also receives sensory information
and compares the actual and intended stepping pattern. If there is a discrepancy, the cerebellum decides the
appropriate correction and relays the information to the brainstem and motor cortex for coordination [17].

2.2 Fundamental Brain Diseases and Gait Segment Relationship
Based on the pathogenesis mechanisms, major brain disorders can be divided into two types: neurodegeneration
(e.g., Parkinson’s disease, dementia) and structural damage (e.g., traumatic brain injury, stroke, transient ischemic
attack). The difference in pathogenesis mechanism causes various visible pathological gait properties. In essence,
the principle manifestation is the changed relationship between different gait segments.
Specifically, neurodegeneration is the progressive loss of structure or function of neurons and may involve

the shrinkage of the cerebral cortex and hippocampus [18]. For example, Parkinson’s disease is characterized by
the death of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra areas, which will impede the signals controlling the
motion be transmitted to proper body regions. It can induce three gait abnormality phenotypes, i.e., freezing of
gait, shuffling gait, and festinating gait [19]. As typical structural damage, traumatic brain injury occurs as a
consequence of a sudden acceleration or deceleration within the cranium [20]. It alters the cerebral blood flow
and pressure within the skull, thereby leading to irregular physical, cognitive, and emotional behaviors. Thereby,
People who have a concussion or traumatic brain injury are characterized by lower gait speed, less single-leg
stance duration, and greater stride width compared with healthy ones [21, 22]. Another common presentation is
stroke [23] which is affected by the blocked blood vessels of the brain and damaged cerebral circulation. Stroke is
associated with a reduced stride length and cadence, increased variability in timing and amplitude of steps, and a
relatively preserved arm swing [7, 24].

Although clinical researchers have quantified the typical pathological gait properties for brain disease screening,
it is unknown whether some inconspicuous pathological properties are neglected. A minute alteration in gait can
be quantitatively manifested in the relationship change between gait segments. Therefore, we envision that
the gait segment relationship is a principle and generic feature for screening either single disease or compound
diseases.
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Fig. 2. The overview of NeuralGait, a principle and pervasive smartphone-based gait analysis system that consists of an
in-phone gait profiling module and an in-cloud brain pathological computing module for multiple brain disease screening.

3 NEURALGAIT SYSTEM OVERVIEW

3.1 Design Considerations
3.1.1 Passive Sensing: Brain diseases are various and complex. Some diseases (e.g., PD) are progressive and
the symptoms grow gradually. Some diseases (e.g., TBI) occur as a consequence of a sudden event. To capture
the signs of these diseases in time, it is necessary to develop a passive sensing system in daily life without
compromising user adherence.

3.1.2 Scalability: Brain health assessment should cover multiple types of brain diseases including neurode-
generation diseases, structural disorders, and cerebrovascular disorders, to satisfy users’ various requirements.
Therefore, the brain disease screening model should be general and can be scaled to newly added diseases
efficiently. Therefore, the extracted features should be generic and the disease screening model should be easily
updated when introducing a new disease.

3.1.3 Privacy-preserving: Privacy preservation is a critical concern for users when they use the smartphone app.
As a result, we should guarantee that no sensitive information in daily activities is exposed to the third party
during usage, besides the gait pathological information.

3.1.4 Energy-efficiency: As we want to provide a long-term tracking mode of brain diseases in daily life, our
smartphone app computation should not occupy too many resources and can be operated with a low battery in
the background process.

3.2 NeuralGait Modules
To satisfy the aforementioned considerations, NeuralGait is designed in a smartphone-cloud architecture, as
shown in Fig. 2. The gait profiling is conducted on the smartphone to prevent sensitive information about daily
activities exposed. We perform brain pathological computing and hot-update new diseases on the cloud by
harnessing its powerful resources, which can enhance the energy efficiency and scalability of the system. The
modules are detailed as follows:

3.2.1 In-phone gait profiling: The smartphone is put inside the user’s pants pocket for capturing gait data
in daily life. We first perform inertial processing to extract gait cycles and craft local temporal-frequent gait
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domain features. By harnessing the importance-score-based pruning technology, we then develop and deploy the
self-attention-based gait segment relationship learning model on smartphones to extract time relation features,
frequency-relation features, and global relation-aware features, which are then transmitted to the cloud end.

3.2.2 In-cloud brain pathological computing: Once the gait parameters are acquired, NeuralGait input them to a
scalable RiskNet consisting of a shared physiological knowledge module and custom pathological knowledge
module to estimate the risk of each brain disease. We further design a pathological hot-update protocol based on
knowledge transfer to efficiently add new diseases to the network. A continuous detection protocol is adopted to
wait for gait cycle accumulation and perform voting to make a final brain health assessment.

4 IN-PHONE GAIT PROFILING

4.1 Inertial Processing
4.1.1 Smartphone Trajectory Modeling for Gait Sensing. The smartphone’s built-in accelerometer captures the
change rate of its linear velocity, and the gyroscope measures the angular velocity alone with one direction in the
three-dimensional space. When a subject walks, he first lifts the left heel, then pushes backward on the ground to
offer a counterforce as the body leans forward until the toe can be lifted in the air. The left leg swings backward
so that the shank can maximize the potential energy like a pendulum. After the arrival of a point, the left leg
changes to swing forward which transforms the potential energy into kinetic energy. After the left foot hits the
ground, double legs are supported by the ground, and the other leg is ready to swing. These two legs alternately
swing during the walk. The in-pocket smartphone’s movement trajectory is like an inverted pendulum, the
generated accelerations and rotations in different directions are well-captured and provide a powerful array of
gait information, as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Smartphone movement trajectory visualization (dashed arc) based on the inverted pendulum model [25]. The
smartphone is placed in the subject’s pocket around the hip (COM) while walking.

4.1.2 Gait Cycle Segmentaion. Since a smartphone may be placed in random positions inside a subject’s pocket,
no dimension of inertial data can fairly reflect the periodic pattern of the gait. Therefore, before extracting gait
cycle for further analysis, we first calculate the magnitude signal of three-axis acceleration and gyroscope to
mitigate the orientation-related noise. As the motion artifacts can cause high-frequency burrs in the raw curve,
we further implement a zero-phase finite impulse response filter [10] to remove the high-frequency components.
Given the walking speed is around 1.4 m/s, the bandpass filter with a passband is set from 0.75 Hz to 2.25 Hz
to reduce motion artifacts. After that, we normalize the filtered magnitude signal and apply peak detection to
obtain the coordinates for gait cycle segmentation.
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Fig. 4. A gait embedding approach based on local temporal-frequent domain knowledge.

4.2 Gait Local Temporal-Frequent Domain Knowledge Crafting
To study the local temporal-frequent knowledge of the gait, we first transform the time-series gait cycles
into spectrograms. It has two advantages: 1) Augment features in both time and frequency domains; 2) low
computational complexity that can be used for real-time implementation on smartphones. In detail, we segment
the gait cycle signal into a series of windows with a length of 128 for each and overlapping with 64. The Hanning
window function is applied to prevent the implicit pathological information from high-frequency interference and
spectral leakage. After segmentation, inertial signals in these small windows are transformed into spectrograms
by:

SP{𝑥 (𝑡)}(𝑚,𝜔) = |
∞∑︁

𝑛=−∞
𝑥 [𝑛]𝑤 [𝑛 −𝑚]𝑒− 𝑗𝜔𝑛 |2 . (1)

Next, we evenly split the time-axis and frequency-axis of the gait cycle spectrogram into 14 segments, re-
spectively, to generate 14 ∗ 14 patches. Since one gait cycle is around 0.98 to 1.07 seconds and consists of seven
periods, i.e., loading response (10%), mid stance (20%), terminal stance (20%), pre swing (10%), initial swing (13%)),
mid swing (14%), terminal swing (13%) [26], our divided gait patches (70 ms each) are either within a single
period or at the transit boundary of two periods. Therefore, the exploration of the relationship between these
gait patches can be beneficial to identify the implicit pathological properties. Then, we flatten each patch and
adopt a trainable linear projection to obtain a corresponding appearance embedding with D-dimension, denoted
as

−→
𝑃𝐴. The appearance embedding retains the local power distribution of a gait cycle. To match the local power

distribution with the corresponding frequency component and time slot, the geometric embedding
−→
𝑃𝐺 of each

patch should also be calculated. In 2D space,
−→
𝑃𝐺 is represented as (𝑁𝑡 , 𝑁𝑓 ), where 𝑁𝑡 ∈ [1, 14], 𝑁𝑓 ∈ [1, 14]. To

map the 2D presentation to the D-dimension presentation, we leverage the sinusoidal function for the geometric
embedding, which consists of four parts, formulated as:

−→
𝑃𝐺 =



𝑃𝐺 (𝑁𝑡 ,2𝑖 ) = sin( 1
10000 4𝑖

𝐷

· 𝑁𝑡 ), 𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝐷4 )
𝑃𝐺 (𝑁𝑡 ,2𝑖+1) = cos( 1

10000 4𝑖
𝐷

· 𝑁𝑡 ), 𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝐷4 )
𝑃𝐺 (𝑁𝑓 ,2𝑗 ) = sin( 1

10000 4𝑗
𝐷

· 𝑁𝑡 ), 𝑗 ∈ [0, 𝐷4 )

𝑃𝐺 (𝑁𝑓 ,2𝑗+1) = cos( 1
10000 4𝑗

𝐷

· 𝑁𝑡 ), 𝑗 ∈ [0, 𝐷4 )

(2)

where i and j are used to distinguish between odd and even positions. After that, the geometric embedding
−→
𝑃𝐺 is added to the appearance embedding

−→
𝑃𝐴 for each patch. Finally, we obtain a 196 ∗ 𝐷 matrix X𝑃 as Level
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I features that contains the local temporal-frequent domain knowledge of gait cycle, expressed as: X𝑃 =

[
−→
𝑃1
𝐴
+
−→
𝑃1
𝐺
;
−→
𝑃2
𝐴
+
−→
𝑃2
𝐺
; ...;

−→
𝑃𝑁
𝐴
+
−→
𝑃𝑁
𝐺
]𝑇 , 𝑁 = 196. The whole process is summarized in Fig. 4.

4.3 Gait Segment Relationship Learning
4.3.1 Motivation. Brain diseases may change the gait properties in a certain segment of a gait cycle, which will
affect its relationship with other gait segments. Therefore, the relationship between different gait segments in
the time and frequency domain can be an effective cue for identifying pathological patterns. The recurrent model
is a typical method to learn the relationship between the consecutive data samples, but it is not able to learn the
dependencies between distant positions. Consequently, we develop a learnable self-attention mechanism as gait
segment relationship encoder which allows the modeling of dependencies without regard to their distance in
sequences.

4.3.2 Design of Gait Segments relationship extractor. The input of the gait segments relationship extractor is
matrix X𝑙 that consists of an extra D-dimensional learnable “classification token" and the matrix X𝑃 obtained in
the previous part. This “classification token" is initialized randomly and can help learn the relations [27] in the
optimization. The main component of the gait segments relationship extractor is a transformer encoder with 𝐿

identical layers. Each layer consists of a multi-head self-attention sub-network and a position-wise fully connected
feed-forward sub-network, with layer-norm operation applied after each sub-network [28]. The multi-head
self-attention mechanism is used to jointly learn the relations between gait segments from different subspaces.
We optimize the gait segment relationship extractor by setting the learning task as predicting PD, TBI, and

health subjects. As aforementioned, major neural disorders into two types can be roughly divided into two types
based on the pathogenesis mechanism: neurodegeneration (e.g., PD, dementia) and structural damage (e.g., TBI,
stroke, transient ischemic attack). The pathogenesis mechanism is the root of the gait relationship changes.
Therefore, we hypothesize that, after optimization, this extractor gains prior knowledge of how to capture the
relations between different segments within a gait cycle for neural diseases dominant by these two fundamental
pathogenesis mechanisms. On the other hand, other brain diseases share similar pathogenesis mechanisms as PD
and TBI, or resulted from the combination of these two fundamental pathogenesis mechanisms, so this module
can serve as a principle and generic feature extractor. We do not need to further train the feature extractor even
if introduces new brain diseases. As illustrated in Section 6.1, we directly feed the gait samples of stroke subjects
to the frozen extractor for obtaining gait segment relationship features.

The basic idea of self-attention is to use the keys to bridge between the queries (what we are looking for) and
the values (what we will actually get). Therefore, the first step is to learn the relation between the query and
key for defining the attention weights to look at the data. The learnable query and key matrix are defined as:
Q = X𝑙W𝑄 , K = X𝑙W𝐾 . Since each vector-to-vector multiplication is a dot-product similarity, the relation matrix
R can be formulated as:

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 =
(X𝑙W𝑄 ) (X𝑙W𝐾 )𝑇√

𝑑𝑘
, (3)

where
√
𝑑𝑘 is a scaling factor to make sure that the vectors won’t explode. The relation matrix characterizes the

relation between each pair of two patches. Based on it, we can extract the time-relation matrix and frequency-
relation matrix as the Level II features. Time-relation matrix represents the relationships between patches with
different time gaps under each frequency component. Frequency-relation matrix represents the relationships between
patches with different frequency gaps under each time slot. After that, we apply the relation matrix to weight the
value, followed by layer normalization, expressed as: 𝐿𝑁 (𝑆𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (R)X𝑙W𝑉 ).

We employ short residual skip connections around each sub-network to allow the representations of different
levels of processing to interact. With the forming of multiple paths, the network can convey the higher-level
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Fig. 5. A principle gait segment relationship extractor.

understanding of the last layers to the previous layers, which can re-modulate how to understand the input.
After 𝐿 layers learning, we can finally obtain a global relation-aware feature map, which optimizes the input
embedding of the spectrogram using inner-relation knowledge. Finally, we extract the first vector (i.e., row) of
the feature map as the Level III features, because it is a more effective feature aggregation manner that can
be adaptively adjusted according to the relationship between query and key. The feature extraction process is
shown in Fig. 5.

4.3.3 Gait Segment Relation Feature Visualization. We recruit 5 healthy subjects, 5 TBI subjects, 5 PD subjects,
and 5 subjects with both PD and TBI for gait data collection. To mitigate the influence of demographic factors
on gait data, these subjects are all male and aged 60-70. We extract 50 gait cycles from each subject. Then, a
total of 250 samples for each class are fed to our optimized gait segment relationship extractor. The extracted
time-relation features and frequency-relation features across different classes are visualized in this part.

To help understand the visualization result, we define some concepts. “time gap" denotes the number of time
intervals between two patches, which varies from 0 to 12. If one patch is at time slot 𝑡𝑎 , another patch is at
time slot 𝑡𝑏 , then the 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑔𝑎𝑝 = |𝑡𝑎 − 𝑡𝑏 | − 1 for two patches. For example, the time gap is zero if two patches
are adjacent at time slots. Similarly, “frequency gap" denotes the number of frequency intervals between two
patches, which varies from 0 to 12. If one patch is at frequency component 𝑓𝑎 , another patch is at time slot 𝑓𝑏 ,
then the 𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑔𝑎𝑝 = |𝑓𝑎 − 𝑓𝑏 | − 1 for two patches. “Self" represents the patch itself.
Time-relation analysis: Fig. 6 shows the relationships between patches at different time gaps. As aforementioned,
a gait cycle spectrogram is evenly divided into 14 ∗ 14 patches, and each patch can be denoted as (𝑡, 𝑓 ) in spatial.
Each element in the time-relation heatmap represents the relation value between patch (𝑡𝑎, 𝑓 ) and patch (𝑡𝑏, 𝑓 ),
where |𝑡𝑎 − 𝑡𝑏 | − 1 corresponds to time gap value in x-axis, and 𝑓 corresponds to frequency component value in
y-axis. We can observe that gait patches at adjacent time slots are generally related more than those at distant
time slots. This observation is dominated by the gait control theory, so the time-relation heatmaps among the
four classes share almost the same pattern, which makes the pathological-caused time-relation differences subtle.
We leverage red ellipses to highlight certain differences among these four classes in Fig. 6. Table 1 further lists all
these highlights and provides quantitative relation values for better understanding. For example, at frequency
component 1, the relation between time-adjacent patches is distinct between TBI subjects and other subjects.
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Fig. 6. The comparison of time-relation heatmaps among four classes. Each element in the heatmap represents the relation
value between two patches which are both at frequency y but gapping x time slots in the original spectrogram. The red
ellipses highlight the difference between these four classes.

At frequency components 6, 7, 8, the relation between patches with relatively small time gaps can be served
as a cue to identify a single neural disease and compound neural diseases. For further exploration, we average
the time-relation values across the frequency axis, and then study the difference in relation values among four
classes, as shown in Fig. 7. We have the following findings:

• Health subjects show higher relations between gait patches at adjacent time slots (i.e., time gap= 0 ∼ 1)
than subjects with brain diseases. It indicates that healthy subjects have higher walking coherence within
150ms, and seldom encounter abrupt gait changes.

• PD subjects show higher relations between gait patches at distant time slots (i.e., time gap= 2 ∼ 11) than
healthy and TBI subjects. That is to say, for PD patients, different gait phases (such as the stance phase and
swing phase) show higher dependency on each other.

• TBI subjects show the lowest relations between gait patches at different time gaps overall, but show high
relations between patches at the start time slot and end time point. We obtain that TBI patients are worse
in gait coherence and stability, even though the start and end stages of a gait cycle may be smooth.

Frequency-relation analysis: We demonstrate the relationships between patches with different frequency
gaps in Fig. 8. It is observed that gait patches with small frequency gaps are generally related more than those
with large frequency gaps. Such a trend dominates the distribution of the frequency-relation heatmaps, so the
pathological-caused frequency-relation differences are inconspicuous visually among the different four classes.
We use red ellipses to highlight slight differences in frequency-relation heatmap among four types of subjects.
Table 1 lists these highlighted differences on heatmaps and present quantitative relation results among four
classes. For example, at time slot 2,3,4, the relation between patches with relatively small frequency gaps is
different for TBI and PD. For further exploration, we average the frequency-relation values across the time axis,
and then study the difference in relation values among four classes, as shown in Fig. 9. We have the following
findings:
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(a) Time gap = 0 ∼ 1 (b) Time gap = 2 ∼ 11 (c) Time gap = 12 (d) Overall time gap

Fig. 7. Relations between patches at different time gaps among four classes.

Table 1. The summary of ellipse highlights in relation heatmaps among four classes.

Ellipse
Highlight

Patch 1
Coordinate

Patch 2
Coordinate

Relation value
Cue

Health TBI PD PD&TBI

(0,1) (t, 1) (t+1, 1) 1.93e−2 2.12e−2 1.86e−2 1.89e−2 Highest: TBI
(2,8) (t, 8) (t+3, 8) 8.46e−3 8.49e−3 8.16e−3 9.15e−2 Highest: PD & TBI
(11,6) (t, 6) (t+12, 6) 8.44e−3 7.07e−3 7.19e−3 7.48e−3 Highest: Health
(8, self) (8, f) (8, f) 2.26e−2 2.25e−2 2.05e−2 2.01e−2 close: Health and TBI
(3, 1) (3, f) (3, f+2) 9.16e−2 9.11e−2 8.57e−2 8.35e−2 close: Health and TBI

• Overall, TBI subjects show the highest relations between gait patches with different frequency gaps, and
PD subjects show the lowest relations between gait patches with different frequency gaps.

• Healthy subjects show lower relations (near the same as PD) between gait patches with 7 ∼ 9 frequency
gaps, compared with other numbers of frequency gaps.

4.4 Pruning for Smartphone Operating Environments
As aforementioned, learning the relationship between gait segments needs performing scaled dot-product
attention multiple times in parallel, which can introduce much memory consumption and computational cost. As
a result, it is hard to deploy such a gait segment relationship extractor on off-the-shelf smartphones. To solve this
issue, our idea is to remove some unimportant attention heads in the self-attention model that has been trained
without compromising the prediction performance.

We first construct a 12×12 mask matrix to mask all the 144 attention heads in 12 layers, where each mask
variable 𝛿ℎ belongs to {0, 1}. Then, we multiply the outputs of trained 144 attention heads by the mask matrix. At
the beginning of the pruning process, all mask variables are set as 1. The expected sensitivity of the encoding
model to the mask variables is formulated as [29]:

𝑆ℎ = E𝑥∼𝑋

���� 𝜕L(𝑥)
𝜕𝛿ℎ

���� , (4)

where L(𝑥) is the loss on input inertial data sample, X is the data distribution. Higher 𝑆ℎ indicates that changing
𝛿ℎ is prone to have large effect on the model. Therefore, 𝑆ℎ can be regarded as the importance score of each
attention head. After obtaining the importance score of each head, we select the top 5 least important heads,
and set the corresponding mask variables as 0. As a result, the self-attention model is updated. We iteratively
perform the pruning process to mask unimportant heads and update the self-attention model, until the prediction
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Fig. 8. The comparison of frequency-relation heatmaps among four classes. Each element in the heatmap represents the
relation value between two patches which are both at time y but gapping x frequency components in the original spectrogram.
The red ellipses highlight the difference between these four classes.

(a) Frequency gap = 7 ∼ 9 (b) Overall frequency gap

Fig. 9. Relations between patches with different frequency gaps among four classes.

performance starts to drop. Finally, we obtain a lightweight gait segment relationship extractor model that can
be deployed on smartphones.

5 IN-COULD BRAIN PATHOLOGICAL COMPUTING

5.1 Multi-Brain Disorder RiskNet
After achieving the Level I, II, III gait features from the smartphone end, we develop a pathological risk estimation
network (RiskNet) to detect multi-label brain diseases, as shown in Fig. 10. The design of RiskNet should satisfy
two requirements: 1) one subject possibly has more than neural diseases, these diseases are not mutually exclusive,
so our model needs to detect multi-label diseases simultaneously; 2) Our model needs a scalable architecture for
adapting to the new involved disease with minimum efforts. Therefore, our developed RiskNet consists of a shared
physiological knowledge module and multiple custom pathological knowledge modules (branch), where each
branch is used for predicting one type of neural disease, these prediction branches are not mutually exclusive.
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Fig. 10. A scalable RiskNet architecture for multiple brain diseases assessment.

5.1.1 Electrophysiological Neural Basis. Human gait depends on a complex interplay of the nervous system and
musculoskeletal system. Information in the brain is disseminated through neuron communication, which is based
on action potentials and chemical neurotransmitters. The action potential is controlled by the concentration of
intracellular and extracellular ions [30], formulated as:

𝐸𝑚 =
𝑅𝑇

𝐹
(
∑𝑁
𝑖 𝑃𝑀+

𝑖
[𝑀+

𝑖
]𝑜𝑢𝑡 +

∑𝑀
𝑗 𝑃𝐴−

𝑗
[𝐴+
𝑗
]𝑖𝑛∑𝑁

𝑖 𝑃𝑀+
𝑖
[𝑀+

𝑖
]𝑖𝑛 +∑𝑀

𝑗 𝑃𝐴−
𝑗
[𝐴+
𝑗
]𝑜𝑢𝑡

), (5)

where 𝐸𝑚 is the membrane action potential, 𝑃 is the selectivity for that ion, 𝑅 is the gas constant, 𝑇 is the
absolute temperature, 𝐹 is Faraday’s constant. When an action potential reaches the presynaptic terminal,
neurotransmitters are released from the neuron into the synaptic cleft [31]. These neurotransmitters then bind to
receptors on the postsynaptic side and open particular types of ion channels that span the membrane, which
generates action potential again [31]. In this way, neural excitation is propagated through the whole body.
As the motor neurons stimulate the muscle fibers, the generated action potential influences intracellular Ca2+
concentration. The Ca2+ ions flood into the muscle cell to bind with troponin, and contract using ATP as energy
[32], which finally produces force and initiates walking.

5.1.2 Shared Physiological Knowledge Module. Understanding the neural controlling gait theory is fundamental
for investigating the association between neural pathology and gait impairment, but it is hard to model the
aforementioned process to quantify neural features. Therefore, we design a data-driven module to learn the
fundamental physiological-level neural knowledge from the gait domain features and relation features, which
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are shared by each pathological learning module. We first fine-tune each level of gait features to extract muscle
contraction information. In detail, Level I gait domain features (197 ∗ 768 ∗ 1) pass through three blocks consisting
of a 2D convolutional layer and a pooling layer; Level II time-relation and frequency-relation features (14 ∗ 14 ∗ 2)
go though two 2D convolutional layers, a pooling layer, and a 2D convolutional layer, respectively; Level III global
relation-aware features (768 ∗ 1) pass through two blocks consists of a 1D convolutional layer and a pooling layer.
After that, a dense layer and a dropout layer are applied to each type of fine-tuned feature to learn the low-level
embedding knowledge. Finally, all this low-level knowledge is concatenated together and goes through another
dense layer and dropout layer to extract high-level physiological knowledge, such as neurons excitation and
propagation.

5.1.3 Custom Pathological Knowledge Module. Since different brain disorders have their typical pathological
characteristics, we design custom modules to learn each type of brain pathological knowledge from shared
physiological knowledge. In each custom module, we adopt four dense layers and a softmax activation layer. The
softmax layer is applied for twofold reasons. First, the softmax function enhances the discrepancy of predicted
probability scores between different classes of input. Second, the differentiability of the softmax function can
enable the backpropagation to update weights. The cross-entropy is used as a loss function to penalize the
deviation of the model’s output pathological probabilities from desired probabilities. Finally, for each gait cycle,
we can obtain the predicted risk scores and pathological presentation (i.e., yes or no) on every disease stored in
the cloud.

5.2 Pathological Hot Update Protocol
Brain diseases are complex and various. Clinical achievements towards brain diseases are always updated along
with time. How to add the new disease in the RiskNet for onset risk estimation with minimal effort is a challenge.
In addition, we should consider that the labeled data of the patients in real life is insufficient, specifically for
some under-researched brain diseases. Therefore, we develop a pathological hot update protocol using transfer
learning technology.
In detail, the gait segment relationship extractor and physiological knowledge learning module are frozen,

while leaving the pathological knowledge learning module open for optimization. According to the characteristics
of the newly added disease, a current pathological learning module designed for the same disease category is
selected as the source domain, which is then trained with new disease data to better adapt to the target domain.
Worth mentioning, even if the target domain has a small amount of patient data or the similarity between the
source and target domains is not large, the dense layer in the pathological learning can guarantee the transferring
effectiveness due to its capacity to preserve model complexity [33]. In this process, similar pathological knowledge
is transferred to the new disease module and largely reduces learning efforts. Finally, such a new pathological
knowledge learning module is saved in the cloud end and the RiskNet is updated.

5.3 Continuous Detection Protocol
Brain disease has multiple types. Progressive neurodegenerative disease is a common type of brain disease. For
these patients in the early stage, symptoms are barely noticeable and the pathological gait representation may
only occur randomly during walking. On the other hand, for healthy people, some momentary random events
(e.g., stumbles, twisting, spastic) can not be avoided in daily life, which will cause false alarms and compromise
prediction performance. Therefore, gait data accumulation is better to assess the user’s condition and make a
more reliable prediction. Smartphone-based gait sensing modality provides continuous and passive tracking to
achieve this goal with no burden in daily life.
As aforementioned, we have predicted the disease presentation for each gait cycle. Given a sequence of gait

cycles (samples) {𝑆1, 𝑆2, ..., 𝑆𝐾 } from one user, by leveraging an adaptive threshold-based voting method, the final
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decision on whether this person has brain disease 𝑗 is formulated as:

𝑃 𝑗 =

{
Yes 1

𝐾

∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑝

𝑘
𝑗 > 𝛾

No Otherwise
, (6)

where 𝑝𝑘𝑗 =1 if the gait sample 𝑆𝑘 is predicted to have pathological presentation of disease 𝑗 , otherwise 𝑝𝑘𝑗 =0; 𝛾 is
an adaptive threshold that we will discuss the optimal selection in Section 6.3. For the cumulative gait cycles, we
provide a final prediction result, i.e., yes or no, on each brain disease stored in the cloud. Finally, the users can get
a more reliable assessment on their brain health.

6 EVALUATION

6.1 Experiment Setup
6.1.1 Participants Recruitment. Our study is approved by the Western Institutional Review Board (WIRB). In a
3-month study, we online recruit 988 healthy people and 417 patients (with a single or combination of PD, TBI,
or stroke) from the U.S. to join our research. We cooperate with the professional medical institute to conduct
clinical diagnoses for these subjects to confirm their health condition and exclude subjects with physical issues
in walking. Among them, 66% are males and 34% females with their ages ranging from 20 to 78. The average age
is 61.

6.1.2 Data Collection. We collect the subjects’ data in an uncontrolled daily-life environment. Three smartphone
models are involved in the data collection, which are iPhone 6 plus, iPhone 6, and iPhone 5s. Subjects need to
install our smartphone App for gait data collection. Specifically, we instruct each subject to put the smartphone
inside the left-back pocket of the pants and walk straight for at least 20 steps with no stops to complete each
recording at the home. Note that all patients are requested to identify their medication intake situations for each
walking recording. To reduce the interference caused by the treatment, we only select the walking recordings “just
before any medication" and “never have medication". No other sensor data are discarded apart from the medication
reason. Since our system is performed based on the gait cycle, each walking recording is then segmented into
multiple gait cycles. Finally, we obtain 56089 healthy samples (gait cycles), 23207 PD samples (gait cycles), 11920
TBI samples (gait cycles), and 6051 stroke samples (gait cycles).

6.1.3 Partition. Our system is designed for unseen users in the real world, so we employ a person-independent
training/test data split protocol. To examine our system’s feasibility to screen multiple neural diseases, the data
partition (summarized in Table 2) has two parts: 1) Train a generic model: We use the gait cycles of the PD, TBI,
and healthy subjects to train a generic model, which is divided into two independent subsets. One subset (around
35000 samples) is used for training the gait segment relationship extractor. After that, the gait data from the
other subset are input to the optimized extractor for obtaining the gait features, which are then used for training
and testing the RiskNet. Among them, two-thirds of the subjects (around 24000 samples) are used for training
and the remaining subjects (around 12000 samples) are used for testing. 2) Train a customized model: When
introducing a new disease, the gait segment relationship extractor and the shared module of RiskNet are frozen,
while only leaving the customized module (i.e., pathological knowledge learning module) open for optimization.
As stroke is associated with structural damage and shares certain pathological characteristics with TBI, we train
the customized pathological knowledge learning module for stroke detection by leveraging transferring learning
technology. The stroke samples are divided into two person-independent subsets. Around 4000 stroke samples
and 12000 non-stroke samples (randomly selected from the training set of the generic model) are used for training
the stroke prediction branch. The remaining 2000 stroke samples are used for testing. In total, we have around
14000 gait samples with a single or combination of PD, TBI, or stroke to test our system performance.
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6.1.4 Implementation and Training policy. We implemented our models in PyTorch. To reduce the influence of
the unbalanced data, weighted losses are used for each branch and across the branches. The attention-based gait
segment relationship extractor is trained with the AdamW optimizer. After that, the extractor is optimized and
converted to PyTorch mobile model for deployment on the phone. To train the RiskNet, a stochastic gradient
descent optimizer with momentum is adopted with a 2e-5 learning rate, 0.9 momentum, and 0.01 weight decay.
The learning rate decays over time with a multiplicative factor of 0.9 and a step size of 10.

Table 2. Data partition list.

Training set Testing set

Generic model 35000 samples for extractor,
24000 samples for RiskNet 12000 samples

Customized model 16000 samples 2000 samples

Table 3. NeuralGait’s multi-branch output and corresponding interpretation.

Output Interpretation

[0, 0, 0] Health
[1, 0, 0] Only PD
[0, 1, 0] Only TBI
[0, 0, 1] Only Stroke
[1, 1, 0] PD & TBI
[1, 0, 1] PD & Stroke
[0, 1, 1] TBI & Stroke
[1, 1, 1] PD & TBI & Stroke

6.2 Evaluation Metrics
In the brain health assessment application, healthy subjects and diseased subjects are mutually exclusive, but one
subject possibly suffers from more than one type of neural disease, which makes the disease detection branches
not mutually exclusive. Therefore, our evaluation is specifically designed for the multi-label multi-class disease
classification system.

With sample 𝑋𝑖 as input, we define the ground truth as 𝑌𝑖 = [𝑌 _1
𝑖
, ..., 𝑌

_𝑘
𝑖

], and prediction as 𝑍𝑖 = [𝑍_1
𝑖
, ..., 𝑍

_𝑘
𝑖
],

where

𝑌 _𝑖 =

{
1 If the actual output of disease _ branch is Yes
0 Otherwise

, (7)

𝑍_𝑖 =

{
1 If the predicted output of disease _ branch is Yes
0 Otherwise

, (8)

_1, ..., _𝑘 represent multiple neural disease types that our system can detect. In our evaluation, we examine the
screening performance for three diseases, i.e., PD, TBI, and stroke. Table 3 shows possible outputs of our system.
A set of metrics are selected to evaluate NeuralGait’s capability as follows:
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6.2.1 Overall Multi-Label Multi-Class Classification. We use exact matching accuracy and global accuracy to
examine NeuralGait’s overall performance in screening multiple neural diseases simultaneously.
Exact Matching Accuracy: Exact Matching Accuracy (EMA) ignores partially correct predictions (consider them
as incorrect). It measures the NeuralGait’s capability to identify all neural diseases with no misses, formulated as:

𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
1
𝑛

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑃 (𝑌𝑖 = 𝑍𝑖 ), (9)

where P is the indicator function [34], exactly matching will return 1.
Global Accuracy: Global accuracy distinguishes partially correct predictions and complete correct predictions.
The accuracy for each sample is defined as the proportion of the predicted correct disease labels to the total
number (predicted and actual) of disease labels [35]. Then, the global accuracy is the average across all samples,
formulated as:

𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
1
𝑛

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

����𝑌𝑖 ∩ 𝑍𝑖

𝑌𝑖 ∪ 𝑍𝑖

���� . (10)

6.2.2 Healthy VS Unhealthy. We evaluate the system’s performance in detecting healthy subjects (normal) and
subjects with neural diseases (abnormal). The positive class is defined as healthy subjects (i.e., 𝑌𝑖 = [0, 0, 0]), and
the negative class is defined as subjects with neural diseases. These two classes are mutually exclusive, so we use
recall, precision, and F1-score as binary classification metrics.

6.2.3 Specific Neural Disease Type Screening. For each disease prediction branch _, the positive class is defined
as the samples with disease _, and the negative class is defined as the samples without disease _ that consist
of healthy samples and other diseased samples. Note that if a sample contains but is not limited to disease _,
it is still considered as the positive class of disease prediction branch _. We define the sensitivity_ , FAR_ , and
F1-score_ for screening each type of neural disease [34].
Sensitivity_ : Sensitivity_ measures whether the NeuralGait is sufficiently sensitive to pick up a neural disease _
with no misses. It is the fraction of true positive numbers to the actual number of disease _, which refers to the
probability of a positive assessment result for patients with a disease _, given by:

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦_ =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑍

_
𝑖
𝑌 _
𝑖∑𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑌
_
𝑖

(11)

FAR_: False alarm rate (FAR_) measures the NeuralGait’s ability in avoiding false diagnoses of disease _ among
healthy subjects. It is the fraction of the false positive number to the actual number of subjects without disease _,
formulated as:

𝐹𝐴𝑅_ =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑍

_
𝑖
−∑𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑍
_
𝑖
𝑌 _
𝑖

𝑛 −∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑌

_
𝑖

(12)

F1-score_: F1-score_ is the harmonic mean of sensitivity_ and precision_ . It is non-sensitive to the distribution
of subjects with and without disease _ and can be formulated as:

𝐹1-𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒_ =
2
∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑍

_
𝑖
𝑌 _
𝑖∑𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑌
_
𝑖
+∑𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑍
_
𝑖

(13)

6.3 Disease Screening Performance
6.3.1 Threshold Searching. To maximize the applicability of NeuralGait in real-world scenarios, it is important
to study how many steps a user needs to walk for achieving a more reliable brain health assessment result.
To determine the required cycle counts and the voting threshold for each time assessment, we leverage the
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𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜 F1-score_ to search for the optimal solution, where 1/3 of users’ data is used for searching, and other 2/3
users’ data is used for testing. Note that macro F1-score_ is computed using the arithmetic mean of per-class
(i.e., disease_ class and non-disease_ class) F1-score, which is different from the F1-score_ . We only use𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜

F1-score_ for threshold selection but not for testing the screening performance. After searching, we select 14 as
our unified gait cycle counts for each time brain health assessment. The voting thresholds for screening PD, TBI,
and stroke are set as 5/14, 3/14, and 4/14, respectively.

Fig. 11. Normalized confusion matrix for multi-label multi-class neural disease classification.

6.3.2 Results. With the current voting threshold setting, Table 4 presents all the evaluation results. We analyze
the NeuralGait’s performance mainly in three aspects.
OverallMulti-LabelMulti-Class Classification: In general,NeuralGait achieves 77.7% exact matching accuracy
and 80.1% global accuracy for the multi-label multi-class neural diseases classification. We further demonstrate
the normal confusion matrix of neural disease classification to provide a detailed view. The x-axis is the predicted
multi-branch output, and the y-axis is the actual multi-branch output. Note that none of the recruited subjects
have “TBI & Stroke” or “PD & TBI & Stroke", so the last two lines in our confusion matrix are null. As shown in
Fig. 11, we have the following observations:

• 16% of the healthy samples are predicted as diseased samples, where PD predictions take up to 9%.
• For subjects who have a single neural disease, 59%-72% of the screening results are completely correct, and
8%-9% of the screening results contain but are not limited to the ground truth disease.

• For subjects who have multiple neural diseases simultaneously, 54%-68% of the screening results are
completely correct, and more than 17% of the screening results are partially correct.

Health VS Unhealthy Detection: NeuralGait obtains 88.9% F1-score to classify healthy subjects and subjects
with neural diseases. The recall and precision reach up to 84.1% and 93.4%.
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Specific Neural Disease Type Screening: NeuralGait reaches more than 70% F1-score of screening each type
of neural disease on unseen subjects. More specifically, NeuralGait is most sensitive to picking up PD and
achieves the lowest false alarm rate when screening TBI. This is consistent with our design consideration. As a
neurodegenerative disease, PD symptoms grow gradually over time, so a more sensitive screening approach can
help identify the risk early for in-time treatment. On the other side, TBI occurs as a consequence of a sudden
event and the symptoms are noticeable and more serious at first, so the false alarm rate becomes NeuralGait’s
highest priority to improve user experience, instead of sensitivity. Worth mentioning, even though the stroke
prediction branch is trained from the customized model, instead of training from the very beginning, it still
can provide reliable stroke screening performance with 71.4% sensitivity and 8.9% false alarm rate. To conclude,
NeuralGait can be used for reliable brain health assessment on unseen users in the real world.

Table 4. NeuralGait’s performance in a) distinguishing healthy subjects and diseased subjects; b) screening specific neural
disease types; c) overall multi-label multi-class detection.

Health PD TBI Stroke

F1-score 88.9% F1-score_ 76.8% 70.2% 71.4%
Recall 84.1% Sensitivity_ 79.1% 65.5% 76.1%
Precision 93.4% FAR_ 9.7% 5.9% 8.9%

Exact matching accuracy 77.7%
Global accuracy 80.1%

6.4 Disease Progression Analysis
Neurodegenerative disease (e.g., PD) is a common type of brain disease and its symptoms are rarely noticeable at
first but grow gradually over time. A recent study shows that arrhythmic gait pattern and freezing of gait occur
frequently with the progression [36]. Early detection of neurodegenerative disease can help in-time treatment to
slow or halt disease progression. Therefore, we are motivated to investigate whether NeuralGait can be used to
effectively screen the PD in the early stage.
Based on the previous clinical study[37], we classify the PD as early stage and middle stage according to the

onset years, i.e., early stage refers to the patients who have been onset within three years, and middle stage refers
to the patients who have been onset more than three years. Fig. 12 shows the predicted PD risks of patients under
different onset years. Note that, the predicted risk of each subject is calculated by the average predicted disease
label values (i.e., 0 or 1) among his/her contributed samples. We observe that the average predicted risks rapidly
increase to above 0.85 as the onset years reach up to three years. Compared with the middle stage, the range of
prediction risk is slightly larger in the early stage, but the average predicted risks does not display much disparity.

In addition, we examine the F1 score and sensitivity for screening PD in the early stage and middle stage. The
performance between the patients with only PD and with at least PD is further compared to validate system’s
resilience to compound diseases. Fig. 13a shows that the F1-score in early-stage screening is about 5% higher
than that in middle stage for both types of PD patients. As observed in Fig. 13b, the screening sensitivity is above
82% for both types of PD patients in the early stage, whereas the sensitivity drops to around 71% in the middle
stage. These results strongly indicate that NeuralGait is more sensitive and robust to PD patients in the early
stage, which can be used for reliable early screening in daily life.
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Fig. 12. The prediction of PD onset risks for patients under different onset years.

(a) (b)

Fig. 13. The F1 score and sensitivity for screening PD in early stage and middle stage.

6.5 Smartphone Overhead Analysis
We evaluate the system overhead on the smartphone end, which contains the feature extraction functions based
on attention-based encoder. The evaluations are performed on four smartphones (released year = 2017-2020)
with different hardware. The models are implemented on Pytorch mobile.

The averaged runtime of a single gait cycle, averaged CPU load, and battery usage are measured. Each phone
continuously ran with 600 gait cycle inputs to have reliable measures. The results are reported in Table 5. The
run time of a cycle ranges from 726 ms to 837 ms, with a reasonably low average CPU usage. Consider that each
gait cycle takes about one second on average. The system is capable of processing data in real time. Among the
four devices, the Pixel 2 consumes the most battery, even in which case, a 14-gait-cycle screening will only use
13.3 mAh (0.5% of its battery capacity). These results indicate the battery use of our model is well controlled via
pruning.

Table 5. System overhead on different smartphones.

Phone
Model

Runtime
(ms)

Avg CPU
(%)

Battery
Usage
(mAh)

Galaxy Note20 726 26 465
Galaxy S20+ 837 29 128

Pixel 2 687 20 570
Pixel 4 631 18 249
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7 INCLUSIVENESS STUDY

7.1 Impact of Gender
Females andmales have different gait patterns due to their different musculoskeletal structures. Females often walk
with a higher cadence and a shorter stride length compared with males. In addition, women’s gait is characterized
by a greater ankle range of motion while men tend to have a greater hip range of motion [38]. Therefore, it
is important to examine whether the gender-induced gait difference will affect NeuralGait performance. Fig.
14 shows that the screening sensitivity of PD and stroke is nearly the same for both males and females while
displaying a slight difference in screening TBI, i.e., 64.5% sensitivity among males and 67.2% sensitivity among
females. For each type of disease screening, females are associated with a slightly higher false alarm rate compared
with males. Overall, NeuralGait can achieve above 64% sensitivity and less than 12% false alarm rate on both
males and females, which validates its inclusiveness to gender. Furthermore, our results indicate that gender is an
independent biological factor that can help personalize brain health assessment.

Fig. 14. The impact of gender on NeuralGait’s performance of screening each type of neural disease.

7.2 Impact of Age
Age is an inevitable factor that will affect gait patterns. Aging people shows lower walking speed and decreased
hip range of motion due to the decline in muscle strength [39]. Consequently, we investigate how the age factor
affects NeuralGait performance in screening diseases. Based on two age thresholds that well capture the impact
of age on walking speed, subjects are divided into three age groups, i.e., <50, 50-70, >70. The results are shown in
Fig. 15. Due to the lack of training data in the <50 age group, NeuralGait is not sensitive to pick up neural diseases
for younger subjects. Among the 50-70 age group, we observe that NeuralGait achieves above 71.4% sensitivity
in identifying each type of neural disease. For the subjects aging above 70, the TBI screening sensitivity and
stroke screening sensitivity drops more than 12%, whereas the PD screening sensitivity decreases slightly. The
false alarm rate of screening each type of neural disease does not show a notable ascending or descending trend
across different age groups, besides screening stroke among subjects aging below 50. These results indicate that
age factor is possible to influence system performance, particularly for stroke screening. This is because stroke
prediction is developed based on a customized model adapted from other disease prediction branches, where the
discrepancy between age-induced and stroke-induced gait properties is not well learned. In the future, we will
optimize the customized model design to improve the age inclusiveness of NeuralGait.

7.3 Impact of Smoking
Long-term smoking has a negative effect on the nervous system and brain. The compound in tobacco can provoke
white blood cells in the central nervous system to attack healthy cells, which will result in neurological impairment.
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Fig. 15. The impact of age on NeuralGait’s performance of screening each type of neural disease.

Therefore, we are motivated to investigate whether this impairment will influence the screening performance of
brain diseases. As observed in Fig. 16, NeuralGait achieves 8%-10% higher disease screening sensitivity among
non-smokers than those among smokers. The false alarm rate for TBI screening and stroke screening is almost
the same among smokers and non-smokers, while the false alarm rate for PD screening displays a slight increase
among smokers. These results indicate that smoking can affect the NeuralGait’s sensitivity in brain health
assessment, which is consistent with the smoke-induced neural damage theory. In the future, we plan to consider
the smoking factor in NeuralGait’s development.

Fig. 16. The impact of smoking on NeuralGait’s performance of screening each type of neural disease.

7.4 Impact of Smartphone Type
NeuralGait leverages the smartphone built-in accelerometer and gyroscope to collect gait. For different types of
smartphones, the sensor type, sensor deployment, and sensor quality are various. As a result, we are curious
about if NeuralGait is sensitive to smartphone models. In the training and testing phase, the gait data are
collected from three phone models, i.e., iPhone 6 plus, iPhone 6, and iPhone 5s. As shown in Fig. 17, although the
system performance varies across different smartphone types, NeuralGait can provide a reliable assessment with
sensitivity above 75.3% for PD, above 62.5% for TBI, and above 74.2% for stroke. The false alarm rate is lower
than 12% for identifying each type of neural disease. To conclude, NeuralGait is resilient to different smartphone
models.

8 GENERALIZATION STUDY
To evaluate the generalization performance of our proposed gait analysis approach for neural disease screening,
we perform an effectiveness analysis and compute efficiency analysis on new unseen disease screening.
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Fig. 17. The impact of smartphone models on NeuralGait’s performance of screening each type of neural disease.

8.1 Effectiveness Analysis
To examine the effectiveness of our developed generic gait feature extraction approach, we perform the feature
correlation analysis between the subjects with the same disease, and between the subjects with different diseases,
respectively.

Specifically, we recruit 10 stroke patients, 5 Alzheimer’s patients, and 5 healthy subjects for gait data collection.
To reduce the gender and age impacts on gait data, these subjects are all male and aging in the range of 60-70.
We extract 10 gait cycles (samples) from each subject. Then, each sample is directly fed to our developed gait
segment relationship extractor and the shared physiological knowledge learning module successively (where the
parameters are frozen). The obtained global relation-aware features and shared physiological features are used in
our evaluation. The feature correlation analysis is performed on three groups: 1) 5 stroke subjects VS another 5
stroke subjects; 2) 5 stroke subjects VS 5 Alzheimer subjects; 3) 5 stroke subjects VS 5 healthy subjects.

Each element in the correlation matrix is the average value of Pearson’s correlation coefficient between every
two samples from two subjects. Fig. 18 shows that the correlation of the relation-aware features between the
subjects with the same disease labels is more than 14% higher than those with different diseases. After passing
the shared module of the RiskNet, the obtained physiological features become more correlated between the same
disease and more uncorrelated between different diseases. As observed in Fig. 19, 85% of feature correlation
results are higher than 0.5 in the same disease group, whereas only 26% of feature correlation results are higher
than 0.5 in the “Stroke VS Alzheimer" group and the “Stroke VS Health" group. Therefore, our developed generic
gait feature extraction approach is effective to characterize a particular type of neural disease.

8.2 Compute Efficiency Analysis
In this part, we compare the training efficiency of our approach (i.e., a generic model for multiple diseases) with a
conventional approach (i.e., a particular model for a single disease) when introducing a new disease.

As aforementioned, to implement stroke prediction, our approach freezes the parameters in the gait segment
relationship extractor and the shared module of RiskNet, and only opens the customized module of the RiskNet
for optimization. In contrast, a conventional approach often trains a single disease detection model from the very
beginning. We use the ResNet with 18 layers as our baseline, which is a conventional model for disease detection
[40]. For a fair comparison, the training and test datasets are the same for both approaches.
We first compare the training time for each model. The training time consists of the data processing time

and epoch time. The data processing of the baseline model includes gait cycle segmentation and spectrogram
transformation, which takes about 840 seconds. With the spectrograms as input, each epoch for training the
baseline model is around 585 seconds. On the other side, the data processing part of our model is around 1200
seconds, because the obtained spectrograms need to be further fed to our designed gait segment relationship
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Fig. 18. The correlation analysis of global relation-aware features between different groups of subjects.

Fig. 19. The correlation analysis of shared physiological features between different groups of subjects.

extractor and the shared physiological knowledge learning module successively to obtain generic features before
training. Although the data processing takes a bit longer, each epoch time of our model is largely reduced, which
only needs 34 seconds. Overall, our model training is 5-10 times faster than the baseline model training depending
on the balance between epoch numbers selection and accuracy.

Fig. 20 visualizes the training and validation loss between our model and baseline model. In the baseline model,
the validation loss drops slowly, and the overfitting occurs at about the 25th epoch. In contrast, our model has
a larger decrease in validation loss, and the overfitting is not obvious. For further exploration, we investigate
the influence of the number of training samples on detection performance. As observed in Fig. 21, the F1-score
of the baseline model is 4.2% higher than our model for stroke detection with current settings. As the number
of training samples is reduced, the F1-score of the baseline model decreases notably to around 57.8%. Different
from it, the gap between the performance of our model is very small (less than 4%) regardless of the number of
training samples. These results indicate that our model can converge better with relatively small efforts than the
baseline model. Therefore, our model is more efficient to update when introducing new diseases with insufficient
labeled data.
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Fig. 20. Train and validation loss comparison. Fig. 21. The impact of training set size on performance.

9 RELATED WORKS

9.1 In-pocket Inertial Sensing
With the advancement of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) technologies [8], wearable systems have
become low-cost, miniature, and easy to be integrated into personal carry-on devices, such as smartphones.
In-pocket smartphone sensing has facilitated a set of mobile applications [41–43]. For example, Li et al. [44]
leveraged phone inertial sensors to implement indoor localization based on the detection of steps and heading
directions. Bayat et al. [45] developed an inertial-based activity recognition system that can identify slowWalking,
fast Walking, running, stairs-Up, stairs-Down, and (Aerobic) dancing. Kadhum et al.[46] developed a fall detection
system based on smartphone inertial sensors for the elderly.

9.2 Smartphone-based Gait Sensing and Analysis
Smartphone-based gait sensing is mature in step counting, and walking direction detection [47, 48]. Recent studies
have revealed the potential of smartphone-based gait sensing and analysis in the healthcare area, including brain
disease screening [49], rehabilitation monitoring [50], and medicine effectiveness detection [11]. The gait analysis
approaches mainly have two directions. The first direction is to perform signal processing on the inertial data to
craft some temporal features (e.g., swing/stance time, single/double support time) and advanced temporal features
(e.g., cadence, gait stability, regularity, balance, freeze index) [9, 51]. Since the feature crafting is conducted
based on mathematical operations (e.g., average, variance, and RMS), some key pathological information may
be lost in this procedure. The second direction is to develop data-driven machine-learning models for feature
learning. Patel et al. [12] developed an autoencoder model to extract mobility features from gait inertial data for
predicting TBI, but the learned features lack of explainability due to the nature of autoencoder design. Zhang et
al. [10] adopted CNN as the gait feature encoder to detect medication adherence of Parkinson’s disease. However,
such CNN-based feature extractors need to be specialized training for a certain brain disease. Table 3 compares
NeuralGait with the existing smartphone-based gait analysis system.

9.3 Mobile Health Systems
Mobile health systems have become increasingly popular owing to their convenience and ease of use. SpiroSonic
[52] monitored human lung function via acoustic sensing on smartphones. Nandakumar et al. [53] used a
smartphone as an active sonar system to emit frequency-modulated acoustic signals and listen to their reflections
for detecting sleep apnea events. StressSense [54] unobtrusively recognized the stress from human voice using
smartphones embedded microphones. PhO2 [55] leveraged camera and flashlight functions that are available
on smartphones to measure the blood oxygen level. MobileDeepPill [56] used a smartphone built-in camera to
recognize unconstrained pill images for medicine management. PDMove [10] used the smartphone’s built-in
accelerometer and gyroscope to capture the gait change for PD medication adherence detection. PDLens [11]
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Table 6. The comparison of smartphone-based gait analysis approaches for brain disease screening.

System Gait Feature Type Feature Benefits Brain Disease
Screening Type

Applicable to
Unseen UsersGeneric Explainable High-compacity

Howell et al. [51] Temporal ✓ ✓ TBI
Patel et al. [12] autoencoder-based ✓ ✓ TBI

PDMove [10] CNN-based ✓ ✓
Medicine adherence
detection of PD

PDLens [11] CNN-based ✓ ✓
Medicine effectiveness

detection of PD ✓

NeuralGait Relation-based ✓ ✓ ✓ multi-lable PD, TBI, Stroke ✓

further leveraged both inertial sensors and microphones to collect PD biomarkers to augment drug effectiveness
detection.

10 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce NeuralGait, a smartphone-based gait sensing and analysis system to facilitate multiple
brain disease screening. Specifically, we first leverage an in-pocket smartphone to collect users’ gait data in daily
life and then develop and prune the gait segments relationship encoding model to extract the time-relation feature,
frequency-relation feature, and global relation-aware feature. After that, these gait features are transmitted to
a scalable RiskNet in the cloud for estimating multiple brain disease risks. We further adopt a threshold-based
voting method for a more reliable prediction of each disease. A pathological hot-update protocol is applied to
efficiently add new brain diseases in the RiskNet to maximize the system’s applicability. Extensive experiments
indicate that the NeuralGait can achieve above 76.1% sensitivity of screening PD and stroke, and a 5.9% false
alarm rate for screening TBI.
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